
Before attending the workshop it is very important to check that you have a suitable device(s) and have 
completed the preparatory tasks.

That will allow us to maximise the time spent on learning how to use the OS Maps system.

These notes will explain what is needed and how to complete the preparations.

PLEASE  turn up early for the workshop. 
Help is needed in setting up and you may want to connect to the local wifi.

Suitable Devices

- Preferably an Android mobile or Iphone. 

- OR an Android tablet.
(some earlier android devices may not work with OS Maps)

- OR an Ipad (BUT  Ipads do not all have GPS capability unless connected to an Iphone.)

- You may bring a laptop to explore the website (if time permits).  
It is completely optional (and a tablet might suffice)

(a small number of mobiles may be available to use on the day, please check/book with Eric)

At any time you are welcome to contact Eric if you need some clarification.
07740 470728  or   midlancsareamembers@gmail.com
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If you have already loaded and experimented with the OS Maps App then you probably don’t 
need to do any preparation for the workshop. But please check the list below.

Please ensure that the following four things apply.

1. You have an email address to make use of the OS Maps App and Website.
(also have a separate password in mind for the App)

2. You have loaded the OS Maps App on an Android phone or tablet, or on an Iphone or Ipad
(not essential but please also try and load  “OS Locate” app as well)

3. You know if, and what, “subscription” (if any) you have to OS Maps

4. You know what type of “Data Allowance” you have (if any) on your phone.
OR/AND
Know how to connect to a different wifi network (2 or 3 will be accessible at the workshop)

If these apply to you, then you have done the essentials but please read the next page.

If you are uncertain about any of these points please use the notes below to understand what is 
needed.
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If you are uncertain about any of the preparations needed, please work through these notes.
You can click on each of the items in the Contents list below or just page through the whole document.

If (or once) you have completed the four items on the previous page, you could consider doing the 
following;    

Open the OS website and have a look around; ditto with the App.
“Preview” the work, documentation will be on the web 1 week before the workshop.

Contents

1. Subscriptions (for OS Maps)

2. Email Addresses.   (NOTE: there are advantages in creating an additional address)

3. Loading the App(s) onto a phone.

4. Setting up the App (not essential, just helpful) (Problem logging in? Click  HERE)

5. Get Familiar with the Website. (not essential, just helpful)

6. Earn some mapping Credit?  (just for interest)

(Please note that instructions are for Android. Iphone is very similar. 
If you have a problem with an Iphone or Ipad please have a word with Eric.)
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Subscriptions
OS Maps can be used without any payment or subscription.
However it’s “free” functionality is poor and much inferior to other systems.

You might think it desirable to purchase a subscription BUT please do NOT do that until after you 
have attended the workshop.  We have a temporary subscription.

You may have a full subscription due to subscribing to other magazines, “Country Walking” or 
“trails”(?) or you may have bought a paper map with a “digital code”.

If you have a subscription via a magazine it will have said how to apply it. 
If you have a problem with that, contact Eric and we will find someone to help.

If you have only a “digital code” OR no subscription, then we will be providing a temporary 
subscription that suits the workshop.
The temporary login is osmaps@yahoo.com and abcdefg
At the moment there are no maps associated with that. 

Some will be added before the workshop Back
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Email Addresses
It is very likely that you already have an email address and may be happy to use it in the App.

If you do not have an email address, you will be unable to do anything with the Apps. Please 
obtain one. Doesn’t matter where, try   “gmail”  or  “yahoo”

However there are two reasons why you might want to create a new (additional) email address.

- There is wisdom in keeping your main email address for important items and having a 
separate address for less important tasks. (such as these apps.)

- It is possible to accrue some “credit” to purchase mapping by using an app called “Google 
Opinions”. It is prudent to use a separate email address for that.
A gmail address is convenient.

(Using Google Opinions has no benefit to anyone else, just yourself. 
Just passing on some useful knowledge.  There is more explanation below  Click   HERE)

IF you do not have a subscription to OS Maps, we will provide a temporary email address and 
password for the workshop.

Back
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Downloading the APP(s)
** If you are familiar with downloading Apps, 
please jump three pages forward (to HERE)**

PLEASE ALWAYS USE A WIFI CONNECTION WHEN DOWNLOADING APPS 
UNLESS YOU HAVE A SIGNIFICANT DATA ALLOWANCE ON YOUR PHONE.

- The only App that you must download is “OS Maps”
- Please also download  “OS Locate” which is a companion App that will be 

mentioned in the workshop.

If you are unfamiliar with Downloading an app, please follow the next instructions.

(These instructions are for Android devices. If you have an Iphone and are unfamiliar 
with downloading Apps, contact Eric)

Back
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1. Find the “Play Store” 
icon and click it. 
(or Iphone store)

2. Type “OS Map” into 
the search box. A list will 
appear. 

(Later do the same with 
“OS Locate”

3. Find the correct OS 
Maps icon and click on it.

4. Click on “Install”. May 
take seconds or minutes 
to load. (might have to 
“Accept” permissions)
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5. DO NOT “Open” the 
App just yet. While you 
are there, type OS Locate 
into the search box. Find 
the right Icon and click it.

6. Click to install it.

Once installed, exit from
google play.

7. The two apps are 
probably on one of the 
main screens.  Or you 
may have to search in 
the Apps screens
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1. Find the OS Maps icon 
and click it.

2. ONLY IF you have a
full subscription - login.

3. OTHERWISE
Just click “GO”
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Setting up the App - NOTE this is NOT essential 4. In both cases you 

should end up showing 
a map.  
Doesn’t matter which.
CLICK on MENU

PLEASE NOTE – OS Maps downloads maps from the internet. Suggest using wifi

NOTE: If log in 
fails click  HERE



5. We need to set the 
same units.

Click on “Preferences”

6. Click on “Units…” 
first, then come back 
and click on 
“Calculate…”

7. Select “Imperial” 
units so we all use 
miles/feet
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Setting up the App - NOTE this is NOT essential – but it keeps everyone in phase

8. Click on (at least) 
“Walking” and set it 
to 2.5. Change the
others if relevant.

The “Route 
Styling” allows 
the colour and 
width of lines to 
be changed.

Click and 
set walking 
speed to 2.5



1. Click on the Maps Icon

2. You can then 
change map.
Try the “satellite”

3. This is like Google
Earth. It can help 
clarify where you are. 
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THAT’s all you need to do.   BUT while you are there, have a look at the maps.

4.If you have a 
subscription you can 
also access OS maps.
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Problem with Login.
If you get this message 
on login, your version 
of Android will not
work.

Check which version 
you have.   “Pull Down”
the top of screen and
click the setting. 
(versions are different)

Somewhere there will 
be an Icon or title 
“About Device”

Find the “Android 
Version”. If it’s less than 
4, the phone is not 
compatible. Currently 4 
is also a problem.



Problems with Different Versions of Android Phones.

Google, who provide the software on your phone, have changed some 
rules for security reasons.

As a result the play store doesn’t support android versions earlier than 
version 4.

For some reason, some Apps are unhappy with version 4 and may not 
work on them.

At the time of writing, OS Maps has an intermittent problem with 
version 4.  It is not clear if it will be fixed.

If it is not fixed, unfortunately such phones will not run OS Maps. 
Back
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Get Familiar with the Website – NOT essential.           Find it at:  osmaps.ordnancesurvey.co.uk

The website and the App work together and what happens on one is reflected on the other.

You can explore the 
site without logging 
in but features are 
limited in that mode.

IF you HAVE a 
subscription already, 
do log in.

IF you DO NOT have
a subscription log in 

with: 
osmaps@yahoo.com
and   abcdefg

It will help in 
following the 
workshop.
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First a quick look 
around the main 
screen items. Click 
the items highlighted 
to see their effect.

Then (as this is for 
the Broughton 
Workshop)  type  
“Broughton” in the 
search box.

Explore other items 
so you become 
familiar with them.

Toggle the Grid 
Ref to soo the 
value at the 

screen centre

Toggle this to 
switch between 

full screen or 
not

If your device 
has location, this 

will centre the 
map at your 

location

This brings up a 
brief but helpful  

“Help” 
information

These are the same 
as in the menu

Type “Broughton” 
in here
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“Broughton” is 
where the workshop 
is being run.  During 
the workshop we will 
move the map to 
that area.

There are a number 
of Broughtons.  Find 
the Lancashire one 
and click it  
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Earning Credits for maps and stuff.

Most Mapping systems/apps require payment to use actual Ordinance 
Survey Maps.

In the case of OS Maps, this is either about £20 a year or “Redeeming” a 
digital code from a paper map.

You can usually pay by any method. One method is Google Credits.

If you register for the app Google Opinions App (found in play store) it 
will ask you personal (but not very personal) questions and for each will 
credit you with some money, typically 6p-50p. But it quite quickly 
accrues and could certainly pay an annual OS Maps subscription or lots 
of mapping for other Apps.

Back
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The End
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